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Introduction: Never Forget Your Trademark

3 Sir Ian Jacob to Mrs Long, May 25, 1954 (Alanbrooke papers, 12/xi/2/11).
4 WSC to Brooke, Mar 12, 1957 (Alanbrooke papers, 13/3/1/3); WSC saw only the version published by Bryant.
5 In the proof copy of the prewar book by Churchill (hereafter ‘WSC’), Step by Step, the final chapter written in about March 1939 held that the world could still ‘welcome and aid a genuine Hitler of peace and toleration.’ When the book was published in June 1939, this chapter had been cut out (Longwell papers; Hoover Library, Stanley Hornbeck papers, box 117; Evening Star, Washington, Dec 11, 1965).
6 The papers of Sir Walter Monckton in the Bodleian Library contain as items 23 and 24 correspondence with Queen Elizabeth revealing her desire to accept Hitler’s 1940 peace offer; access to these items was restricted until 1999.
7 See the letter from R A Butler to Lord Halifax, May 9, 1940, on the terms on which the Labour Party agreed to enter into WSC’s coalition government (Hickleton papers, A4.410.16).
8 See comment of P J Grigg to his father, Feb 23, 1941 (Grigg papers, 2/4).
9 Thus Brendan Bracken revealed to Mirror group newspaperman Bartholomew on May 1, 1942 that ‘the Government knew the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau had run on some mines when escaping through the Channel . . . because we at that time knew the naval code and had picked up their report to that effect.’ Bartholomew at once retailed this to Cecil King: hand-written diary, May 5, 1942 (Boston Univ., Mugar Memorial Library, Cecil King papers) (hereafter: Cecil King diary).
10 See Halifax’s secret diary, Jul 10, 1941.
11 The British Channel 4 television broadcast on Nov 16 and 23, 1995 a documentary entitled ‘Edward VIII. The Traitor King,’ which rehashed, though without attribution, the evidence we presented that his right-wing and anti-war leanings were the real cause of his enforced abdication in 1936 and his enforced exile, at pistol-point, to the Caribbean in Aug 1940.
12 Morton to WSC, Aug 23; a Prof. Rougier had arrived in Switzerland from Paris, with word that Weygand wanted to get in touch with WSC and de Gaulle (prm.7/6; this file was closed until 1996). Again on Oct 5, Morton to WSC: ‘Monsieur Rougier, who was to have come here as an emissary from Pétain, has ar-
rived. He has been seen by Lord Halifax, Cadogan and myself. I have found him disappointing. ’ ’He has no real mandate to commit Pétain in any way but he carries a signed note showing that his visit is known to Petain. ’ Rougier, said Morton, ’was manifestly bewildered at finding food, petrol and normal intercourse in London. He expected to clamber over piles of smoking wreckage to discover the Prime Minister hiding in a cellar’ (prem. 7/3). Rougier saw Halifax on Oct 24, and WSC with Halifax on Oct 25.

Before leaving the UK on Oct 28, he drafted an outline of arguments he would put to Gen. Weygand; Strang and Halifax inserted manuscript amendments, which Churchill approved (Hickleton papers, A2.278.35). While Halifax was careful to go on the record on Dec 15, 1942 – at the height of the poisonous Darlan controversy – that in September 1940 ’the government of Marshal Pétain wished to reach an agreement with HMG, were determined to prevent at any price the seizure by the Axis of the French fleet and bases; and were anxious to prepare the way for a large scale landing of Allied forces on African soil,’ he also warned the FO that if Rougier to reveal this now it could only damage. ’It is a great pity that we ever had any dealings with this unpleasant man,’ lamented one FO official, while Eden virtually minced, Dec 21, 1942: ’I don’t think that I know this apparently nasty piece of work. But this reply [threatening Rougier with ugly consequences if he publishes] seems [the] only possible one.’

From a letter from Desmond Morton to WSC on Apr 9, 1945, released only in 2001, it is evident that there was a secret agreement’ between the British Government and Vichy which Eden and WSC later took pains to deny. Pierre Flandin, on trial for his life for collaborating with Vichy, had appealed through Morton to WSC to come clean (prem. 7/7).

It was during the trial, on Feb 26, 1945, that Flandin first publicly revealed the existence of this ’secret agreement’ between Vichy and WSC’s government. After the latter issued denials, through Reuters on Feb 28 and Mar 31, Rougier published a pamphlet in Canada, May 2, entitled ’Mission secrète à Londres.’ Kenneth de Courcy, the incorrigible arriviste, printed a translation in his Review of World Affairs that same month. Pétain, by then also on trial for his life, likewise built the agreement into his defence. Speaking in the House on Jun 12, 1945 WSC had to deny for a third time that there had been any such agreement, but he admitted that talks had taken place in a ’neutral capital.’

In a further book, Les Accords Pétain–Churchill, Rougier published in Jun 1945 some of the documents, forcing the outgoing Churchill government to publish a White Paper, during the Pétain trial, of which it sent copies to defence and prosecuting counsel. Its repudiation of the ’agreement,’ noted the FO’s E M Young, was couched in ’unduly strong,’ meaning unwarranted, terms.

See too the War Cabinet paper WP (40) 486, ’Contacts with the Vichy Government,’ Dec 19, 1940, and P0.371/12073, from which however a key item has been removed until 2018. See White Paper, Despatch to HM Ambassador in Paris regarding relations between HMG in the UK and the Vichy Government in the autumn of 1940, Cimd. 6662, published Jul 13, 1945.

13 Deakin to Strang, Feb 11, 1964 (Churchill College, Strang papers, 2/13); this file
was closed until 1996. It includes a ‘Chronological outline of events relating to M
Rouvier,’ Oct 24, 1940 – Jun 15, 1944,
by E M Young.
14 ‘Hitler is anti-Christ. The whole fight is
against anti-Christ.’ Mackenzie King,
memo on a conversation with FDR and
WSC, May 20, 1943 (Mackenzie King pa-
pers).
15 WSC to Lord Halifax, Aug 3, 1940 (Pub-
lic Records Office [hereafter: PRO] file
PREM.4/100/1).
16 Sir John Colville diary, Jun 1 – Sep 30,
1941 (Churchill College, CLVL.1/5)
(hereafter: Colville diary), Aug 20, 1940.
Extracts were published as The Fringes of
Power 10 Downing Street Diaries 1939–1955
17 On Aug 15, 1940 (Hoover Libr., Edouard
Taborsky papers).
18 Cf. Nigel Nicolson (ed.), Harold
Nicolson, Diaries and Letters 1939–1945
(London, 1967), entry for Jan 22, 1941
(hereafter: Nicolson diary). WSC spoke
very similarly to Cecil King over lunch-
on on Feb 19, 1941 (Cecil King diary):
as soon as one got away from platitudes
when speaking about war aims, one ran
into difficulties. Thus, recorded the news-
paperman in his diary, Lord Vansittart
wanted to oppress Germany after the war,
while WSC believed in a European family
of nations and would treat the Germans
generously, while denying them any arms.
19 Lester B Pearson to Canadian Secretary
of State for External Affairs, Sep 11, 1943
(Canadian National Archives, Ottawa,
Hume Wrong papers, MG. 30, E. 101).
20 The Führer had enthused to his staff, ‘War
is the father of all things’ on Aug 15, 1938,
May 20, 1942, Jan 27, 1944, Jun 22,
1944, and Jan 9, 1945. David Irving,
Hitler’s War (London, 1991), 123.
21 OSS report 55343, Apr 10, 1943 (NA,
RG. 226, Records of the Office of Strate-
gic Services).
22 Brooke diary, Oct 26, 1941 (Alanbrooke
papers); some of the entries were pub-
lished by Sir Arthur Bryant (ed.), The Turn
23 P J Grigg to his father, Feb 23 and Jul 14,
1941 (Grigg papers, 2/4).
24 Pound to Cunningham, May 30, 1943
(Cunningham papers, Add. MS 2561).
25 Tovey to Cunningham, Oct 5, 1943
(Cunningham papers, Add. MS 2571).
27 John Charmley, Chamberlain and the Lost
Peace (London, 1989), 54; Maurice Cowling,
The Impact of Hitler (London, 1995),
1–2, and 242. For the Focus files see
Churchill College, CHAR.2/236 and /
282–6.
28 Quoted in Martin Gilbert, ‘The most
horrible crime’ in Times Literary Supple-
ment, Jun 7, 1996, 5.
29 WSC’s mother Jenny Jerome was ‘outed’
in the Jerusalem Post, Jan. 18, 1993: editorial
columnist Moshe Kohn wrote: ‘Cun-
n ing, no doubt, came to Churchill in the
Jewish genes transmitted by his mother
Lady Randolph Churchill, née Jenny
Jacobson/Jerome.’ As Prof. William
Rubinstein of the Univ. of Wales has
shown, the case of Winston’s schoolfriend
and later India Secretary, Leo Amery, was
‘possibly the most remarkable example of
concealment of identity in 20th century
British political history.’ In his 1955 auto-
biography Amery wrote that his father was
English and that his mother was born
Elisabeth Leitner, a Hungarian exile who
had fled via Constantinople to England;
Rubinstein’s convincing research estab-
ishes that she was born Erzsebet Saphir
in Pest, in the Jewish quarter of the Hun-
Both of her parents were Jews. Amery – later one of the authors of the 1917 Balfour Declaration – changed his middle name from Moritz to Maurice when he entered Harrow c. 1887. History Today, Feb 1999, and letter from Prof. Rubinstein, Nov 22, 2000.

30 FDR to Col. The Hon and Mrs Arthur Murray, Argyll, Scotland Jun 2, 1941 (FDR Libr., PSF, box 53, 'Great Britain: Arthur Murray'.)

31 Lord Moran [Sir Charles Wilson], Winston Churchill. The Struggle for Survival, 1940–65 (London, 1966); hereafter: Moran, 'diary.' Compare for instance page 218 of Moran with page 841 of Robert Sherwood’s The White House Papers of Harry Hopkins. Lord Moran’s heirs did not grant our requests for access to his original notes, which are now in a medical library. In Beaverbrook’s papers is a letter from Moran quoting from his WW1 diary, which seems to be of the same style; on Feb 5, 1963 Moran wrote to Beaverbrook about finding an editor for the Diaries (Beaverbrook papers, C. 249).

32 Moran to Beaverbrook, Dec 11, 1962 (ibid.).

33 In his history of Naval Intelligence (Naval Historical Branch, London: Vice-Adm. John H Godfrey papers).

34 Martin Gilbert freely draws on the Moran ‘diaries’ in Winston S Churchill, vol. vii: Road to Victory 1941–1945 (London, 1987) (hereafter: Gilbert, vol. vii), but seems to have suspected them after a while; initially, e.g., page 32, he would write of Moran, ‘nothing in his diary later that day,’ but later in the volume Gilbert no longer calls them ‘diaries’ tout court, but ‘Sir Charles Wilson, notes relating to’ etc., or ‘diary and recollections.’


36 John Charmley, reviewing Gilbert, vol. vii, in ‘The Gilbert and Churchill Show,’ notes that Gilbert ‘a little naughtily’ gave the source of documents in his companion volumes as ‘the Norwich papers’ when he had not in fact had access to those; they were in fact all quoted from the autobiography of Duff Cooper (Lord Norwich), with one exception, Cooper’s account of the night before his resignation over Munich: Duff Cooper had sent it to Churchill in 1953, who refused him permission to publish it. ‘Gilbert’s copy comes from the Churchill papers,’ Charmley concludes, ‘not the Norwich papers.’

37 The Holy Fox – A Biography of Lord Halifax.


41 Alan Clark, writing in The Times, in 1994. Reviewing Ponting’s Churchill biography in The Spectator, Apr 23, 1994, Clark calls vol. i of our biography ‘underrated (as well as, in this country, effectively suppressed by the book trade).’

42 Paul Johnson, in The Wall Street Journal: ‘A Revisionist’s Look at World War II.’ Readers familiar with Britain’s political dependence on Washington (‘the special relationship’) and with the alien invasion inflicted on her by her governments since the 1950s, without any mandate from the people, will dissent from Johnson’s smug concluding sentence, that Britain ‘was still democratic and independent at the end of the 20th century.’
speeches. The matter was resolved in our favour when a British newspaper reported that Shelley’s son Anthony had just found among his father’s possessions an original 78 rpm disc of the Jun 4, 1940 speech, stamped, ‘BBC, Churchill: Speech. Artist Norman Shelley.’ See The Observer, Oct 29, 2000: ‘FINEST HOUR FOR ACTOR WHO WAS CHURCHILL’S RADIO VOICE.’


47 Re-released by Decca in 1983 as Winston Churchill, a Selection of his Wartime Speeches, 1939–1945. Decca claimed them to be ‘historic recordings, taken from radio transcriptions dating from 1939 to 1945.’ The BBC asked Decca to drop this claim.


49 Letter by Sally K Hine in The Guardian, Apr 22, 1991 (‘Here in the Archive we have watched this story grow with great interest and some irritation’); she says that other wartime speeches were recorded in 1949 by WSC for the Decca twelve-record set. She told the Melbourne Herald Sun that in their archives was also an interview with Shelley revealing that he stood in for Churchill’s voice in broadcast

50 Beaverbrook to Mrs Ince, Mar 1, 1942; and memo, Mar 16, 1942 (Beaverbrook papers, D.448); PM’s card.

51 P J Grigg to his father, Aug 15, 1941 (Grigg papers, 2/4).


53 Findings of the British Institute of Public Opinion, published in News Chronicle, Nov 4, 1941. WSC’s acceptance ratings were as follows: 1940, Oct 89%; Nov 88%; 1941, Feb 83%, Mar 86%, Jun 87%, Oct 84%. For an expert analysis of WSC’s popularity, see Tom Harrisson, head of Mass Observation, writing (‘Who will win?’) in Political Quarterly, vol. xv, No. 1.

54 Gallup poll of Jul 11, 1941; Gallup asked the same question on Dec 15, 1941 and found little change.


1 A Very Big and Very Ugly War


2 Colville diary, Jun 22, 1941.
3 Ambassador Anthony Biddle to FDR, Jun 27, 1941 (FDR Libr.).
4 Cecil King diary, Jun 26, 1941; and PM’s appointment card, a copy of which is in our possession (hereafter: PM’s card). The 16 x 18 inch cards record WSC’s daily appointments; we ‘rented’ these from a gentleman who acquired them under questionable circumstances, and we have donated copies to Churchill College archives (Author’s microfilm no. 51, ‘Prime Minister’s desk diaries, 1939–45’).
5 See e.g., Tokyo to Washington, No. 867, Dec 27; British intercept No. 698,440 dated Dec 4, 1941 (HW:1/297). For the suppression of references to FECB in the PRO, see e.g., Adm. Sir Geoffrey Layton’s file in which Section 286, ‘Transfer of FECB from Singapore to Colombo,’ has been physically chopped out of the bound vol. in 1971 before its release to the PRO as file ADM. 199/1472a. As for the records of FECB (PRO series HW.4), the PRO would have us believe that records for 1941–3 ‘have not survived.’
7 Hinsley. Only late in 1944, and then very selectively, were the first ‘BJ’-intercepts released to the PRO (series HW.1). For typical ‘BJ’-numbers see also FDR Library, Map Room file 166, Aug 1943, with its references to BJ/121,257, 121,258, 121,273.
8 Cadogan diary, Jun 28–9 (Churchill College, Cambridge: Sir Alexander Cadogan papers, ACAD. i/10) (hereafter: Cadogan diary); and see David Dilks (ed.), The Diaries of Sir Alexander Cadogan, o.m., 1938–1945 (London, 1971) (hereafter: Dilks); and the diary of John Martin (WSC’s Principal Private Secretary), Jun 28, 1941 (hereafter: Martin diary; in Sir J Martin’s papers, complete copy in our possession).
9 WSC to Beaverbrook, M.683/1, Jun 30, 1941 (Beaverbrook papers, D.417).
10 WSC to Portal, Jun 23 (PREM.3/11/1); and to Ismay, Jun 23, in Gilbert, vol. vi, 1122f; cf. Eden to WSC, Jun 24, 1941 (Eden papers, FO.954/24).
11 Martin diary, and letter, Jun 29; chiefs of staff meeting, Jun 23, 1941, COS (41) 224th.
12 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Jun 25, 1941, minute 8 (Cab.69/2; cf. PRO, CAB.44/4); tank statistics from COS aide-mémoire, (41) 133(O)
13 Pownall diary, Jun 30, Jul 23, 1941.
15 PM’s card; Lytton, 223ff (his dates are incorrect). WSC’s paper was WP (41) 148, Jun 28, 1941. The PRO file on this is CAB.120/250.
17 Elizabeth Layton (Nel) diary, Jun 30, in Gilbert, vol. vi, 1128; Martin diary, Jun 30, 1941. In general, Elizabeth Nel, Mr Churchill’s Secretary (London, 1955).
18 WSC to Ismay, Jun 27, 1941 (PREM.3/119/2). The important files of this Special Secret Intelligence Centre were opened in 1995, PRO series CAB.121.
19 WSC to Dill, Jul 6, in Gilbert, vol. vi, 1130; cf. defence committee (Operations) meeting, Jul 3, 1941 (Cab.69/2).

Frank Owen, quoted by Cecil King diary, Jul 7, 1941.

Cecil King diary, Jul 3, 1941.


MEW to Moscow, Jul 4 (CAB.65/18); cf. Hugh Dalton’s diary, Jun 16, 1941.

Cripps to FO, Jun 29, 1941 (PREM.3/401/1).


WSC to Portal, M.717/1, Jul 7, 1941 (PREM.3/2114).

WSC to Stalin, Jul 7, rec’d Moscow Jul 8, 1941 (PREM.3/401/1); Churchill, vol. iii, 340; and in Correspondence between the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR and the Presidents of the USA and the Prime Ministers of Great Britain during the Great Patriotic War of 1941–1945 (Moscow, 1957) (hereafter: Stalin–Churchill Correspondence), vol. 1, No. 1.

For the Soviet record of the Cripps–Stalin conversation, see Sovetsko-angliiskie otnoshenya vo vremya velikoi otechestvennoi vory, 1941–1945: dokumenty i materialy, two vols., vol. 1, 1941–1944 (Moscow, 1983) (hereafter: Sov.-angliiskye), vol. 1, 69ff. We are indebted to Richard Ogdon for drafting translations of these documents.

Harvey diary, Jul 9, 1941 (British Library); and see John Harvey (ed.), The War Diaries of Oliver Harvey 1941–1945 (London, 1978) (hereafter: Harvey diary).

Cadogan diary, Jul 9; WSC to Stalin, Jul 10, 1 a.m. (PREM.3/170/1); WSC to Cripps, Jul 10, 1941: Churchill, vol. iii, 34ff, and Sov.-angliiskye, vol. 1, 76.

Colville diary, Jul 9, 1941.

Lyttelton, op. cit., 244ff.

WSC to Attlee, Aug 6, 1941, in Gilbert, vol. vi, 1157.

Cecil King diary, Jul 19, 1941.

Ibid., Jul 17, 1941.

Elizabeth Nel, Mr Churchill’s Secretary (London, 1958) (hereafter: Nel), 59ff.

Elizabeth Layton (Nel) diary, Jul 18, 1941.

WSC to Cherwell, Jul 10, 1941 (PREM.3/22/4).

Menzies diary, Mar 28, 1941 (National Library of Australia, Canberra, Robert Menzies papers, MS.4936/1/57).

Cecil King diary, Jul 17; cf. Nicolson diary, Jul 18; and Martin diary, Jul 18, 1941: ‘Active afternoon in connection with new ministerial appointments.’

Pownall diary, Jul 25, 1941.

WSC to Auchinleck, Jul 1, 1941 (PREM.3/291/1).

Auchinleck to WSC, Jul 6, 1941 (ibid.).

Auchinleck to WSC, Jul 23, 1941 (ibid.).

Ismay to J Martin, Jul 26, 1941 (ibid.).

Stalin to WSC, Jul 18, 1941 (PREM.3/170/1); Sov.-angliiskye, vol. 1, 85ff; Churchill, vol. iii, 342; and in Stalin–WSC Correspondence, vol. 1, No. 3.


Jacob diary, record of Arcadia conferences, Dec 1941, 43 (Churchill College,
There are 118 microfilm reels of Hull's papers in the US Library of Congress.

Harriman, born Nov 15, 1891 in New York City to a railroad-building family, was chairman of the Illinois Central Railroad (1939–42) and of Union Pacific. He died in 1986.

As reported at COS (41) 254th meeting, minute 1 (cf. CAB. 44/54, 84).

Ibid., Jul 21, 1941. Every room in the MI6 safe house near Aldershot where Hess was being held was bugged with hidden microphones.

Minutes of war cabinet (defence committee) meeting (Supply), Jul 22, 1941, attended by Harriman and Hopkins: DC (S) (41) 6th Mtg (Hopkins papers; Sherwood collection, box 307, folder 'Hopkins returns to London, #2').

Eden diary, Jul 21, 1941.

Harvey diary, Jul 21, 1941.

Dalton diary, Jul 21. The minutes are also in Hopkins's papers. Minutes of war cabinet (defence committee) Supply meeting Jul 21, 1941, 5 p.m.: DC(S) (41) 7th Mtg (Hopkins papers).

Lee diary, Jul 21, 1941.

War Cabinet, Minutes of a Special Meeting held in Conference Room A, Ministry of Labour, on Jul 24, at 3 p.m., attended by Bevin, Hankey, etc., and Hopkins, Harriman, Lee, and Bridges; there were further meetings in Hankey's room on Jul 28 and 29 (ibid.). See too Churchill, vol. iii, 377ff; Lee diary, Jul 24; COS (41) 21st meeting (O), Jul 24, 1941; and Hopkins's version in Robert Sherwood, *The White House Papers of Harry Hopkins*, two vols (New York, 1948–1949), 31ff.

Hopkins to FDR, Jul 25, 1941 (FDR Libr., microfilm 6, 0387f; and FDR Libr., PSF, Hopkins).

Colville diary, Jul 24–5, 1941.

Prime Minister with Nothing to Hide

Neville Butler of the North American dept. of the FO was informed on Sep 8, 1941 that 'all our [FO] files go to show that they had not met before.' Cdr C R Thompson, WSC's personal assistant, stated that 'the question was raised when they met, and it was decided conclusively that they had met before' (PREM.4/711/1).


PM's card, Jul 16; Cadogan diary, Jul 29, 1941.

Mackenzie King diary, Apr 20, 1941.


Jacob diary, Aug 11, page 43: the governor then hurried over by train to Placentia for lunch with WSC. See Malcolm Macdonald to FO, Aug 13, 1941: Mackenzie King felt that the Dominions should have been informed in advance of the charter. E E Bridges' file shows the trouble taken.
to keep the Dominions in the dark on
riviera (cab.120/26).

7WSC to King George VI, Jul 25, 1941; this
and the king’s reply are in prem.4/71/1;
‘Meeting between PM & President Roose-
veld Aug 1941’; about 20 pages appear
to have been blanked out in this file.

8Hopkins, note on meeting with King
George VI (Hopkins papers, microfilm);
the passage was deleted from Sherwood’s
edition; the king made similar disparag-
ing remarks to Eleanor Roosevelt, Mac-
kenzie King, and others. On Aug 7 Eden
(diary) noted Sir Alec Hardinge’s report
that the king was ‘nervy’ (i.e., on edge),
and agreed on Aug 8 that ‘he is certainly
“nervy” as Alec had warned me. I still do
not find him easy to talk to. ’

9WSC to FDR, Jul 24, 1941 (FDR Libr.,
microfilm 6, 05847; and Churchill, vol. iii,
386).

10WSC to FDR, Jul 26, 1941 (ibid.).
11Hopkins to FDR, Jul 25, 1941 (ibid.,
05871; cf. undated postwar memo by R
Sherwood in Beaverbrook papers, C. 175.

12WSC to Stalin, Jul 28, 1941 (prem.3/
170/1; Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, 91; in Sta-
lin—WSC Correspondence, vol. i, No. 6;
Churchill, vol. iii, 146).

13On Cripps see Gabriel Gorodetsky,
Stafford Cripps’ Mission to Moscow, 1940–
1942 (Cambridge, 1985).

14Harvey diary, Jul 28, 1941.
15C R Thompson MS (Thompson papers).
16Elizabeth Layton to her parents, Jul 25,
1941: Gilbert, vol. vi, 1141.
17Pownall diary, Jul 25, 1941.
18Vincent Massey’s report to Ottawa, Jul
31, 1941 (Canadian National Archives,
Ottawa, Mackenzie King papers). Massey
became the first Canadian-born Gover-
nor-General of Canada.
19WSC to FDR, May 29, 1941 (NA, RG.84,
20Defence committee (Operations) meet-
ing, Jul 21, 1941 (cab.69/7).
21’ultra History of US Strategic Air Force
Europe vs. German Air Force,’ Jun 1945
(NA, RG.457, SRI—013).
22WSC minute, Jun 28, 1941 (ADM.205/
10).
23There was a sequel. After former SIS
officer Harford Montgomery Hyde admit-
ted the forgery in The Daily Telegraph in
Oct 1979, the Bolivian government re-
habilitated Belmonte and promoted him
to general. Hyde’s papers are now housed
in Churchill College—but the Intelligence
items, including his history of William
Stephenson’s clandestine operations, have
been sealed indefinitely.
24Stimson diary, Aug 13, 1941.
25Berle diary, Sep 5 (FDR Libr., Adolph A
Berle papers, VII/2/122f). Berle minuted to
Summer Welles on Sep 7, 1941: ‘Mr
Elliott . . . Stephenson’s assistant in the
British Intelligence is running Donovan’s
Intelligence service. You are familiar with
the fact that we recently took up with the
British Government the fact that British
Intelligence had given us documents
which they had forged. . . I believe that
the British Intelligence probably has been
giving attention to creating as many “in-
cidents” as possible to affect public opin-
ion here’ (ibid.).
26Ankara to Tokyo, Tel. No. 150, Jul 28,
reporting remarks by Papen on Jul 26; de-
ciphered and translated by US army, Jul
29, 1941 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.13527).
27WSC to Pound, minute M.710/1, Jul 7,
1941 (ADM.205/10).
28Cecil King diary, Jul 9; he would die in
1987 without seeing the American troops
leave Britain. Cf. Lee diary, Jul 11, Nov 6,
1941.
29 Martin MS, based on his diary.
30 Mason–Macfarlane to war office, Aug 1, 1941 (WO 216/174).
31 On Sep 4 Grand-Adm. Karl Dönitz, the U-boat commander-in-chief, expressed concern that the British were fixing his U-boat positions with exactitude. The German decode of a British admiralty signal of Sep 6 contained 'an overview of probable U-boat locations which is absolutely spot-on and can only partly have been obtained by sightings and direction-finding.' Baffled, the German naval staff added, 'There can be no question of their having gained insight into our code materials.' Kriegstagebuch der Seekriegsleitung, Sep 19, 1941.
32 Pound to WSC, Jul 2, 1941 (ADM 205/10).
33 WSC to Pound, Jul 5, 1941 (ibid.).
34 Pound to WSC, Jul 9, 1941 (ibid.).
36 Harvey diary, Aug 4, 1941; Churchill, vol. iii, 361.
37 Eden diary, Aug 1, 1941.
38 WSC memo, Jul 31 (Beaverbrook papers, D 418). COS (41) 27th meeting, Jul 31, minute 2; and defence committee (Operations) meeting, Aug 1, 1941, minute 1 (PREM 3/286).
39 Martin diary, Jul 26, 1941.
41 Brooke, quoted in Dalton diary, Feb 10, 1942.
42 See e.g. Amery diary, Oct 14, 1942: ‘. . . just after Winston had discussed it with me in his bath towel. . . . ’ and Cadogan diary, Aug 24, 1943: when Eden and Cadogan went up to see WSC at 11:30 a.m. to get final approval of recognition for de Gaulle’s committee they found him stark naked, drying himself.
43 This was on Aug 26, 1941. Elliott Roosevelt, in Parade magazine, Los Angeles, Oct 10, 1982.
44 Mackenzie King diary, May 21, 1943.
45 L C Hollis minute to WSC, Jul 28, 1941, and WSC’s marginalia (PREM 3/485/6).
46 HM Queen Elizabeth to WSC, and reply, Aug 3, 1941 (ibid.). For Riviera, see the diary kept by Lieut-Col. E I C Jacob throughout (Churchill College archives, JACR 1/9).
47 FDR to WSC, Jul 15, 1941 (NA, State dept. file 740.0011 European War 1939/14007–4/5).
48 WSC to Bridges and Ismay, Aug 3, 1941 (Beaverbrook papers, D 122; and PREM 3/485/6; a truncated version is in Churchill, vol. iii, 383).
49 T L Rowan note, Aug 5, 1941, on a meeting with C and others (ibid.). This initially specified that the FO would be responsible for selecting which ‘BJs’ to send; the FO was replaced by ‘Major Morton.’
50 Martin diary, Aug 1, 1941.
52 Lee diary, Aug 3–4, 1941.
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51 Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, 92 and 97.
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52 Tokyo to Nomura, Nov 5, 1941, intercept No. 24.373, trans., by US army, in Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, 97, 98, 99, 100.

53 Churchill, vol. iii, 532. See e.g., the British Magic intercept No. 094.723, dated Aug 23, 1941 of Oshima (Berlin) to Tokyo, No. 1027, Aug 15 (HWI/25). WSC noted, 'In view of the fact that the Americans themselves gave us the key to the Japanese messages, it seems probable the President knows this already.'

54 Pownall diary, Nov 15, 1941.

55 Cf. Halifax secret diary, Oct 11, 1941: 'The Americans claim to have sure information that the Japanese are going to start an attack on Yunnan on the 2nd November. I am told that this does not cause the Chinese much anxiety...'


57 Cabinet meeting, Nov 5, 1941. WM (41) 109, minute (2), conf. annexe.

58 WSC to FDR, Nov 5, 1941 (FDR Libr., microfilm 6, 0403); Churchill, vol. iii, 526f.

59 FDR's cabinet of Nov 5, in Wickard diary, Nov 8, 1941. 'Several times during the discussion,' Wickard's note continues, 'the President indicated that he did not expect to declare war against Germany or Japan but intended to carry on undeclared war by shooting on the seas to protect American commerce.'

60 Possibly the Magic had been brought to WSC by William Stephenson himself; there is a 'Mr Stephenson' recorded on the PM's card at 7:15 p.m. on Nov 4, 1941. Any conversation with FDR is likely to have been on the fifth, because on the next two days WSC was away from the London end of the transatlantic radiotelephone link, touring Midlands cities.

61 Because WSC specifically mentioned this aspect to his War Cabinet, WM (41) 11 conf. annexe (CAD 65/24).

62 Wickard diary; Stimson diary, Nov 7, 1941: cabinet feeling, he wrote, 'would have been much stronger if the cabinet had known -- and they did not know except in the case of Hull and the President -- what the Army is doing with the big bombers and how ready we are to pitch in.'

63 Brigadier Gen. Laurence S Kuter, memorandum, Nov 21, 1941 (NA, RG 165, War dept., Chief of Staff, Army 1941–3, 'Philippines project').

64 On Nov 5, 1941 Marshall and Stark sent to FDR a memorandum advising against issuing any further warnings to Japan that the United States could not back up with force. Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xvi, 2222.

65 FDR to WSC, Nov 9, 1941 (FDR Libr., microfilm 6, 0403f); this reply had been drafted by Hull, Nov 6 (ibid.). Cf., with minor differences, Churchill, vol. iii, 527.

What Lord Halifax made of this exchange of telegrams, in his secret diary of Nov 10, 1941, was: 'Chiang Kai-shek has made an
impassioned appeal . . . for all-out help. . . Winston has asked the President what he is going to do about this, and has had rather a cautious reply. The President evidently feels that anything too drastic may push the thing over on the other side, and the Americans . . . don’t think the Japanese can do anything in Indo-China for quite a long time, and therefore aren’t as excited as we are.

66 Marshall grasped it, recommending e.g., in his memo of Nov 5 (see note 64) ‘certain minor concessions which the Japanese could use in saving face.’

67 Brooke diary, unpublished, Apr 22, 1943 (Alanbrooke papers, 5/6a).

68 Churchill, vol. iii, 528 f; he wrongly says the speech was at the Guildhall.

69 Japanese embassy in London to Washington and Tokyo, No. 735, Nov 11, 1941; translated by US navy Nov 14 (NA, RG.457, file SRD.16602f). See too the Japanese broadcasts of Nov 11 e.g., at 10:30 p.m. to Germany and at 11 p.m. to England: ‘Informed circles here think the British prime minister’s utterances peculiar and incomprehensible.’ BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, No. 848, Nov 13, 1941.

70 The codebreakers soon furnished a similar message from the Japanese Legation in Thailand, telling Tokyo that Churchill’s speech amounted to a boast that he was ready to fight them. Japanese Legation in Bangkok to Tokyo, Nov 12; translated by US army, Nov 14, 1941 (NA, RG.457, file SRD.16602f).


72 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 5, 1941 (Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, 94, 98, 99, 100).

73 Letter and telegram of Lieut-Col. S A Greenwell, US Assistant Military Attaché in London, to US War dept., Nov 21; summarising the British Joint Intelligence Committee report of Nov 18, 1941. Greenwell asked Washington not to divulge to the British that he had obtained the JIC report (Hopkins papers, box 193, ‘Far East docs., xv’).

74 Cadogan’s unpublished diary, Oct 14, 27, 1942 (Churchill College, ACAD, 1/11).

75 Craigie to Eden, Feb 4, 1943; H Ashley Clarke, minute, Sep 21, 1943 (FO 371/35957).

76 Sir H Ashley Clarke, ‘From the Burma Road Crisis to Pearl Harbor,’ May 10, 1943 (FO 371/35957). It makes no reference to magic, but does refer to sensitive items including WSC’s ‘thin diet’ telegram of Nov 26, 1941 (on which Washington blamed their own fateful actions) and the British plan to invade southern Thailand (Matador).

77 WSC to Eden, Sep 19, 1943 M.588/3 (FO 371/35957). As Richard Lamb pointed out in a letter in The Times, Jan 26, 1993, neither J Charmley nor M Gilbert nor Churchill’s own memoirs mentions the Craigie episode. Meeting Craigie in September 1943, Lord Halifax found him ‘much obsessed with the view that if he had been able to get more into the picture of the Japanese negotiations of 1940 [sic] and if we had been willing to lift the Economic Sanctions in return for the Japs getting out of South Indo-China, and reduce their numbers in North Indo-China, they would not have gone for war. It may be so, but I am inclined to think that it would never have been a secure world, with the point that the Japs had reached, without a showdown.’ Halifax diary, Sep 3, 1943 (Hickleton papers, A7.8.13).
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11: A Sorry Pass
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7 Amery diary, Nov 11, 1941.

8 JIC report, Nov 18 (see above); for similar speculation on Japan’s intentions, see the Pownall diary, Nov 15, 1941.


10 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 15; translated by US army Nov 17 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.16626).

11 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 15; translated by US army Nov 19 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.16772).


13 Tokyo to Kurusu, Nov 15; translated by US army Nov 17 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.16617).

14 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 17; translated by US army Nov 22 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.16844).

15 Ibid.

16 Halifax to FO, Nov 17, 1941 (FO.371/27914).

17 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 18; sin.25866, translated by US army Nov 21, 1941 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.16777).

18 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 1137, Nov 19; translated by US navy Nov 25, 1941 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.16901).

19 Togo (Tokyo) to Nomura, Nov 19. In full: ‘You may point out that the empire can decide independently as to whether or not there had been an attack without being bound to the interpretation of the other countries involved in the Tripartite Pact Treaty.’ This intercept was produced by the Prosecution Section as Document 1132–D(6) at the International Military Tribunal, Far East. At the Tokyo Liaison Conference of Nov 26, 1941, Togo stated that he had that morning directed Nomura once again to tell the American government, ‘Although the United States says that Japan will be a tool of Germany, Japan intends to act on her own.’

20 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 18 and 19; translated by US army Nov 22 and 24, 1941 (NA, RG.457, file SRDJ.16823 and 16875).

21 Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, 155.

22 Ibid., vol. xii, 158.
23 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov 20; sis. 23716, translated by US army Nov 24, 1941 (NA, RG.457, file SRJD.16816). At lunch with his secretary of the interior Harold F Ickes on Nov 21, FDR said that Kurusu had still not put his cards on the table. ‘I am not sure whether Japan has a gun up its sleeve.’ When Ickes argued for a defensive – meaning pre-emptive war, FDR remarked that Japan was too far away to be attacked. ‘It seemed to me,’ noted Ickes that day in his diary, ‘that the President had not yet reached the state of mind where he is willing to be as aggressive as Japan.’
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124 Halifax to FO, No. 5651, Dec 6, 1941, 7:50 P.M., received Dec 7, 2:45 A.M. (CAB. 121/114).
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127 This was by 9:15 A.M. on Dec 7, 1941. Note by John Martin (PREM. 3/158/6).
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Togo (Tokyo), No. 2494 circular to London and elsewhere, Dec 7, 11:50 A.M. GMT, 8:50 P.M. Japanese time. Translated as ‘BJ/91’, intercept No. 098,694, Dec 8, initialled ‘WSC, 8.xii’ (hw. 1/307). Col. Clausen also procured a copy of this British intercept from Bletchley Park in 1945 (Clausen report, 686); he did so although the US navy had also deciphered it on Dec 7, 1941, perhaps because they interpreted it only as ‘Relations between [Japan] and [England] are not in accordance with expectation’ — no mention of the United States. sis.25846 (ibd., SRDJ.17363; Pearl Harbor Committee exhibit No. 142-B). The US army in Jan 1944 translated the same message as: ‘Relations between Japan and […] are approaching a crisis (on the verge of danger): England, United States’ (ibid., Committee exhibit No. 142-B).

Sir M Young, Governor of Hongkong, cabled the purport of the telegram to the Secretary of State for the Colonies as a MOST IMMEDIATE telegram on Dec 8, 1941 (Hongkong time) and it was received in London at eight A.M. (FO.371/17891) and in Singapore at 1:25 P.M. (ADM.199/1472A).


The operative phrase is no doubt ‘in this country’. The US embassy in London inquired of the FO on Nov 8, 1943, on behalf of the Joint Congressional Committee inquiring into Pearl Harbor, whether the ‘winds’ message — the so-called ‘winds—execute’ message — had been

131 WSC to Halifax, draft, Dec 7, 1941 (PREM.3/146/6).

132 This is not among the British intercepts released to the PRO in 1993. Evidently, Clausen did not obtain a copy from Bletchley Park either. James Rusbridger argues that the British would have translated it much faster than the Americans, and that WSC would therefore have had the first thirteen parts late on Saturday Dec 6, 1941, before midnight GMT.


134 Berle diary, Dec 6, 1941. The US army’s G—2 had reported the Navy’s intercept of this fourteen-part message, sis No. 25843, to Berle by 7:30 P.M. (FDR Libr., Adolph A Berle papers). Col. Carlisle Clyde Dusenbury testified (by affidavit to the Clausen inquiry) that the fourteenth part, being the final part of the message, was received about 12 that night, ‘Washington time; failing to appreciate the significance, Dusenbury went home to bed, held the long message overnight and began distributing it only at nine A.M. on Sunday morning, delivering the State dept. copy last — just as Kurusu and Nomura were arriving at one P.M.
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monitored, particularly between Nov 27 and Dec 7, 1941 inclusive, by US, Australian, Dutch, or British agencies and if so when? J C Sterndale Bennett, head of the Far Eastern dept., replied for the FO on Dec 4, 1945: 'None of the code messages were [sic] heard in this country until the morning of December 8th 1941... It appears that a broadcast made by the Japanese containing code messages was relayed by Hongkong to Singapore, where it arrived about six hours after the Pearl Harbor attack.' – This inquiry and the FO’s response have survived ‘weeding’ because they were misfiled in na, rg. 84, US embassy in London, secret files, box 29, file 711.4, 'Imperial PoW Committee,' now held at Suitland, Maryland. No trace of them survives in British archives; Sterndale Bennett’s file (fo.371/44667) on a parallel State dept. request to allow the production of British documents to the Congressional inquiry contains a slew of other letters dated Nov 9, 1945 – Jan 10, 1946. The file contains a dozen important 1941 items, with 1945 marginal notes of some of the main FO players. The FO asked WSC, by then retired as prime minister, on Nov 21, 1945 if he objected to the publication of his telegrams to Halifax dated Nov 26 and 30, 1941; he did not. The FO was concerned that publication of certain other documents would reveal that WSC had been planning to invade Siam in violation of their non-aggression pact (e.g., Tel No. 7506 to Washington). Adm. William D Leahy would note in his diary on Dec 4, 1945, that Congressman Keefe of the Pearl Harbor Investigating Committee had requested to be given messages that passed between the two leaders between Nov 24 and Dec 7, 1941, regardless of subject matter. Leahy advised President Truman to refuse to permit access to any FDR messages not bearing on Pearl Harbor.
(PREM.3/148/1). Perhaps for reasons of vanity, Churchill, vol. iii, 337ff, has himself speaking first, then Winant; this passage bears the stamp of WSC’s personal authorship. WSC summarised this telephone conversation briefly to the War Cabinet next day, conclusions 125 (41) (PO.371/27893); cf. Sir Llewellyn Woodward, British Foreign Policy in the Second World War, (London, 1971), vol. ii, 177.

150 C-in-C, Far East to war office, Dec 8, 1941, 5 A.M., rec’d 00:15 A.M. (PO.371/28057). At 2:20 A.M. on Dec 8 (Dec 7 London time), two hours after the invasion of Malaya began, the defenders of Kota Bahru shelled and sank a Japanese troop transport, Imagisan Maru.
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Part II

13: At the White House

1 Summary of Home Intelligence, Weekly Report, Dec 8–15, 1941 (Beaverbrook papers, D.444). On Dec 9, WSC initialled intercepts of several German military messages from the Moscow front: one to OKH, Ia, (operations officer, German Army High Command) reporting on Dec 5 at 8:30 p.m. the suspension of the attack on Tula and preparation of the Don–Shat–Upa line. ‘The severe cold (up to minus 35˚ C) has rendered useless many weapons, tanks and motor vehicles, and this together with the strained position as regards supplies renders any further prosecution of the offensive without prospect. To continue the attack in these conditions would imperil the... and thereby endanger our defence during the winter.’ Churchill ringed in red ink ‘without prospect,’ and ‘breaks through’ on the next sheet—a report by Heeresgruppe Mitte (Army Group Centre) on Dec 4 that the Russians had broken through en masse. In another intercept Panzergruppe 3 was seen reporting to higher echelons that everything was ‘frozen up’ in the cold and they intended ‘to break off the attack and pass to the defence.’ GC&CS intercepts CX/MSS/309/T.15, T.19, T.20, T.32 (HW.1/309).
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